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at least 9 volts variation on its 
grid. A tube with a mu of 8 
coupled by means of resistance or 
impedance to the amplifier can- 
not produce a variation of vol- 
tage greater than 8 volts and 
probably not over 6, so that the 
amplifier will not deliver its rated 
quota of power. On the other 
hand a tube with a mu of 20, or a 

tube with a mu of 5 coupled by 
means of a 2:1 transformer, can 
easily produce the desired change 
in input voltage. High mu tubes 
can be used as detectors and hence 
are useful in vacuum tube volt- 
meters. Their use in resistance 
and impedance amplifiers makes 
the latter practical without in- 
creasing the B battery voltage 
beyond reason. It must be said 
here that the mu of such tubes is 

not the only important constant. 
The plate impedance must be con- 
sidered and, like all other tubes, 
the usefulness of high -mu tubes 
increases as their impedance de- 
creases. 

REJUVENATING TUBES 

HERE are many rejuvenat- 
I ing devices on the market at 

the present time. These cannot 
be used with any tubes except 
those which have thoriated fila- 
ments. They will be of no ser- 
vice with the old tungsten filament 
201 or Zoo type tubes, or with the new ux -I I2, or 
with Western Electric tubes. On the other hand 
they are very efficient when worked with thor- 
iated filaments of the 199, 20I -A, 120, 210 and 
certain 112 type tubes. The data in Table 3 

gives the result of recent rejuvenating in the 
Laboratory showing the plate current in milli- 
amperes at 90 volts on the plate and zero grid 
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FIG. 8 
This curve shows that the crystal detector follows a complicated 
curve -not a straight line- differing but little from the grid 
voltage -plate current or grid voltage -grid current curve of a 
vacuum tube. The apparent increase in quality when using a 
crystal detector is probably due to lack of tube noise introduced 

by a grid condenser -grid leak detector 

before and after the process. Fig. 9 shows sev- 
eral tube flashers that have been tested in the 
Laboratory. I t will be seen that some tubes 
went dead in the flashing process while many 
gave increased plate current. At any rate the 
user has everything to gain, nothing to lose in 
the process. If his vacuum tube is no good be- 
fore, it cannot be worse after the rejuvenating 

.3 

process. Tubes can often be re- 
vived by burning the filament for 
several hours without the B battery. 

WHAT "IMPEDANCE" MEANS 

FOR the many readers to whom 
the term " impedance" is some - 

thingof a mystery, the following 
explanation may be of aid -it is 
not intended for engineers. In 
direct current circuits - vacuum 
tube filament circuits, for exam- 
ple- the resistance controls the 
flow of current. In alternating 
current circuits, for example, the 
plate circuit of a tube in which 
there is an inductance coil, an 
additional factor comes into play. 
There is resistance and induc- 
tance, both of which tend to limit 
the flow of current. These two 
factors may be combined into a 

single term called impedance. If 
there is no inductance or capacity 
in an a.c. circuit, the impedance 
is the same as the resistance; if 
these other factors appear in the 
circuit, the resistance must be 
combined with them to calculate 
the impedance. 

The impedance between the 
filament and plate of a vacuum 
tube is practically pure resistance, 
and its d.c. plate circuit resistance 
may be figured knowing the plate 
voltage and the plate current. 
As an example: If the plate 

voltage is 90 and the plate current 6 milliam- 
peres, the d.c. resistance is 15.000 ohms. The 
impedance of the tube, however, as measured on 
an alternating current meter differs from this 
value, and since tubes are used in alternating 
current circuits it is not correct to use the above 
figure when calculating the amplification, etc., as 
has been done in this article. 
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FIG. 9 
A few of the tube rejuvenators now on the market. Those illustrated here are the Jefferson, the Sterling, the Burton and Rogers and the "Socket" tube 
reviver. The device with two meters is to measure the plate current of a tube so that one can tell if the reviving process had any effect. Another re- 

juvenator which is not shown here but which has been used in the Laboratory is the Hemco 
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